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Heart of the City encompasses the core of downtown Rochester and the essence of
Destination Medical Center. It is designed from the ground up to elevate both the patient
experience and vitality of the city of Rochester. Heart of the City extends and enhances
public spaces to create active and engaging experiences for residents and visitors
throughout downtown Rochester

Summary of Work
In this project, we were subcontracted by Coen+Partners to create work for Destination
Medical Center specific to the Heart of the City initiative. We served as the branding and
communications team, working primarily on effective communications and community
engagement. Over the past year, we have cooperatively hosted over 60 events with
Coen+Partners for Heart of the City.

Britton Jones.
Our work for Heart of the City was unique in that
it did not have a clear set of easily quantifiable
deliverables in mind. It has been a fascinating study
in the work of place branding and urban design, work
that requires ongoing responsiveness, adaptation and
interaction with public perception. “There were a lot
of times where we had to be reactionary,” explains
Britton, “How we communicate about public space
affects the way public space is lived in and used. That
is the social aspect of landscape architecture and
urban design. White Space helped us to create those
conversations.”
*We partnered with Heart of the City to provide
communications strategy and community
engagement through graphic design, website work
and strategic community pop-up events to connect
with community members. “We have done over sixty
events together in the last year,” explained Britton,
“Ranging from one-to-one meetings with business
owners to much larger planned events.”

Bringing Our Local Passion to a Local
Project
Our relationship with Heart of the City through
Coen+Partners began in the fall of 2018.
“The client asked us to put together a scope
of work for branding and communications
throughout this phase of the projects lifecycle.
We interviewed three and selected White Space
because it was clear that their local connection
and knowledge of people and politics would be
a clear advantage to the team, which has proven
true,” explained Coen+Partners project manager,
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Bridging a Perception Gap
Coen+Partners asked for our help to bridge a perception gap between the Heart of the City
initiative and the community. “We found that the public had some fear and hesitation about
what the new design for the city may be,” explained Britton, “Our work was about changing
perception.”
What was needed to lessen that perception gap was conversations about what the new designs
would entail. “White Space was instrumental in helping us make those personal connections
through communication both written and graphic in nature, but also through communication that
can only be achieved with boots on the ground, talking to people in the community,” said Britton.
Our local connections built bridges between the community and the design team for Heart
of the City. “Sarah knows so many people, she has relationships with local stakeholders and
people of influence. When we needed something she knew who we could go to as a resource.
She made things happen,” explained Britton, “Sarah is really personable, so she was able to
make that personal connection between us, the design team and local business owners who are
stakeholders to the project.”
“Having Sarah there, someone they already know and trust, it changed the conversation,” Britton
continued, “People were much more willing to talk, their defenses went down. Sarah helped to
take those stakeholders who may have been slow to adapt to change over time and brought
them into the forefront of the adaptation bell curve to be enthusiastic supporters from the start.”
We worked to translate abstract ideas into practical implementation and technical speak into
plain language for the community. “Sarah has really good resources in terms of her kit of parts,
her tools that she uses. She is able to use those tools to create examples that help others see the
possibilities that she sees. This makes her approach very collaborative and open to feedback, an
iterative process,” Britton explained, “She was able to take a lot of words that I would use as a
designer, that I didn’t know how to say any other way, and bring it into plain language.”

Let’s Have a Conversation
We used our highly relational, personal approach
to increase community engagement with the
project. “Sometimes people would ask really
difficult questions or people would blatantly
be like, ‘I don’t like this, why are you doing this?’”
said Britton, “Sarah always had a very diplomatic
way of handling those situations. She never
showed any annoyance or came off as being
offended, but was always gracious in receiving
feedback and making people feel heard.”
We used story to respond to a common concern
expressed by business owners-- how downtown
changes impact on-street parking verses
pedestrian access. Britton described it this way,
“Sarah used her personal story to reframe how
people think about downtown,” said Britton,
“She would say, ‘You know I used to live out of
the city and I totally get how it is annoying to not
have a parking space right where I want it. I sold
my house and I moved downtown, so now I walk
here. I walk everywhere. And we are seeing
more and more people living downtown and
that is going to increase. People would respond
and be like, ‘Yeah, that’s totally true,’ because
she spoke from a very personal relational place
rather than debating the merits of parking verses
pedestrian access.”

Understanding a Growing City
Our work with Heart of the City through
Coen+Partners has given us a greater
understanding of the challenges Rochester faces
as it grows and evolves. “Sarah understands the
complexities of the Destination Medical Center
project. She understands where they are coming
from as a group and how they want to identify
and brand themselves and their role in the city,”
explained Britton, “At the same time, as a long-term
resident and community member, she understands
the balance that has to occur also in that this is
still Rochester. So yes, Mayo is the huge piece of
it, and if it were not for Mayo, Rochester would
not be what it is, but ultimately it is still the city of
Rochester. So the balance between those identities
that are both very strong identities, she gets.”

